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            Many girls and women want to know the ways of rating a guy. This helps them to find out the most appropriate guy for themselves. There are several factors on which a guy can be rated on the scale of ten. Different women have different tastes and they have their own ways of rating a guy. However, there are various common factors which play a major role in the decision of the girls. You should be aware of the important aspects of a man that can help you in rating him.        
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            Best Locking Gel The Ultimate Guide To look their best locs need constant care and nourishment to help keep their tight configuration. Day-to-day maintenance is one thing the method you use to start them off and hold them is quite another. This is where locking gels come in. They can make your locs more manageable and easier to shape. And, as most locking gels are water-based, you can easily wash them out with a gentle shampoo, unlike wax.        
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            Dark butts are a common skin woe seen in individuals and takes place when you do not pay heed to your back region as often and it tends to darken with time. Butt area is the most covered area, so we do not pay much attention to that particular region. However, the good news is that it is reduced with the help of home ingredients and some of them are discussed below. Below Are The 7 Home Remedies To Lighten Dark Butt 1.        
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            Although egg whites are better known for their health benefits, beauty therapists recommend slathering the protein rich egg white on the face to tighten the skin. However, the skin tightening effect of egg white lasts for a short time. Nonetheless, before a party, an egg white facial is an inexpensive remedy for smoothing the fine lines and reducing the appearance of wrinkles. Furthermore, applying egg white to the face also helps in temporarily shrinking the pores.        
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            The evolution of African clothing is difficult to trace because of the lack of historical evidence. Although artifacts from Egyptian culture date back to before 3000 B.C.E., no similar evidence is available for the majority of the African continent until the mid-twentieth century. Sources from Arab culture refer to the people of northern Africa by the eighth century C.E., but much of early African clothing history has been pieced together from art, oral histories, and traditions.        
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            In the late sixteenth century, welted shoe construction became standard whereby the upper was sewn to a welt with a second row of stitches made through the welt into the outer sole. From this development until the intro duction of machinery in the mid-nineteenth century there is very little change in the tools or methods used for shoemaking. And for hand shoemakers, changes in this tradition have been minimal.         
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            If you want to shoot a fashion editorial, here are a few things you should be aware of. A fashion editorial is a series of 6-8 fashion or beauty images based on a particular theme, intended for publication in a fashion magazine. Your editorial should have a consistent theme throughout, although it can be anything you imagine. The theme can be girls with big hair in bright colored dresses or a beauty editorial primarily close-ups based on using only red and white makeup colors.        
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            The evolution of African clothing is difficult to trace because of the lack of historical evidence. Although artifacts from Egyptian culture date back to before 3000 B.C.E., no similar evidence is available for the majority of the African continent until the mid-twentieth century. Sources from Arab culture refer to the people of northern Africa by the eighth century C.E., but much of early African clothing history has been pieced together from art.        
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            The Byzantine Empire began in a.d. 330, when Emperor Constantine I moved the capital of the Roman Empire to a city that became known as Constantinople, or Byzantium modern-day Istanbul . Constantine I was impressed by the city's strategic location, notably its command of the Mediterranean, Aegean, and Black seas. The Byzantine Empire's thriving commercial trade led to immense wealth, its trade routes extending from Scandinavia and Russia to Armenia and Ethiopia.        
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            The upper body, or torso, is certainly the most important anatomical part of the female figure its extreme plasticity and shape make it an important protagonist in so many ways. Stylists like to place it in evening dress with a surprising decolletage or to emphasize its curvaceousness in highly feminine suits. The upper body is the key to the fashion plate and knowing how to reproduce it perfectly from every angle and in its every movement is a sign of great artistic ability.         
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            First and foremost, Japanese body lotions are known for their high-quality ingredients. Often incorporating natural botanical extracts such as green tea, rice bran, and yuzu, these lotions not only moisturize but also provide various skincare benefits. Some even include hyaluronic acid, which is acclaimed for its impressive hydrating properties.        
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            Some of the links on this site are Amazon affiliate links. If you click on them and make a purchase, we may earn a small commission at no extra cost to you. Thank you for your continued support Arguably the most important tool in your sewing machine and indeed your sewing kit is your needle. It can be frustrating to try and sew with a blunt needle, so let's talk about how to sharpen a sewing needle.        
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            Every day we go to our closets with the same question in mind what shall I wear today Clothing can convey status, wealth, occupation, religion, sexual orientation, and social, political, and moral values. The clothes we wear affect how we are perceived and also reflect what image we want to project. Fashion has always been influenced by the events, people, and places that shape society.         
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            Some of the links on this site are Amazon affiliate links. If you click on them and make a purchase, we may earn a small commission at no extra cost to you. Thank you for your continued support This part of the sewing machine is also known as the balance wheel, and it plays a vital role in controlling the movement of the needle as well as the take-up lever.        
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            The Best Oils For Locs All You Need To Know Locs one of the most confident hairstyles you can rock make an instant fashion statement. They can be low maintenance and the complete absence of bad hair days make locs one of the most popular hairstyles around. But keeping them healthy and moisturized can be a real task. You need to choose the perfect oil to keep your locs in good shape, and to avoid expensive trips to the salon. With so many brands out there, picking one can be tricky.        
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            Before beginning the study of the figure, it is a good idea to carry out exercises to loosen the hand, in order to get rid of any tension or apprehension. Sketch a number of lines, concentric curves, spirals, hatching and cross-hatching until you feel a sense of relaxation both emotionally and physically. These exercises also serve to relax the excessive rigidity common in the wrist of the inexperienced artist.        
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            Creating a mood board is great fun and will help you be selective with the research you have gathered. This is the first stage of organizing your thoughts and collected images, enabling you to channel your creative excitement toward a cohesive and targeted design outcome. Mood boards are made by arranging images and color ideas on a large board so that you can see at a glance how your designs might evolve.        
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            When you portray a human body it is necessary to remember that you are depicting something that is alive, and in the specific case of fashion design, it is fundamental to observe closely the typical movements which characterize the poses adopted by the models. They are movements which are supple, trim and nimble.         
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            Here you have it, the most popular, free sewing pattern for superhero capes on the internet. Batman on one side and Superman on the other. You can also make a girl version with a princess crown on one side and a Supergirl symbol on the other. I used pink and purple, but you could use your daughters favorite colors. The instructions are for a Batman Superman cape, but you could also make SuperWHY or Obama, or whatever your little one desires.        
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                        My first experience of creating Ajrakh artworks was when I was researching my visual art project titled Indigo Narratives in 2008. Inspired by a literary text Neel Darpan written by Deenbandhu Mitra (1860) on the plight of indigo farmers, these works were narratives presented through Ajrakh installations and sculptural artworks. The works further explored Ajrakh textile traditions with indigo as a plant, a color and a dye. Indigo Narratives An ode to Neel Darpan (2009. Detail)42x60 Inches.
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                        Have you noticed how BB stands for like a hundred different things Bobbi Brown, Blackberry, Beauty Balms we really are the BB Generation. If you are wondering how i got my hands on a Bobbi Brown Lipstick, it was a gift from my mom's colleague (Thank You Komal M'aam ) My grandmom ruined it all by referring to it as the Bobbi Deol Lipstick.
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                        You might have heard from your grandparents that almonds, raisins & other dry fruits are the best brain food, but eating them just like that can be boring, & many of us won't like it. Then why not make this brain food more healthy & yummy It's exams time & your kids need more brain food to boost their mind & sharpen their memory. Mind work smartly if it gets smart food.
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                        I've got big news for all the fans of the original Makeup Forever HD foundations out there and for those who weren't convinced that this was in fact, the go-to product for invisible cover. This year, these iconic foundations have been reformulated to produce the revamped, 4K-friendly Makeup Forever Ultra HD Foundation as well as the Ultra HD Invisible Cover Stick Foundation.
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                        As we have already spoken about red accessories, then we think it's time to move forward and this time let's speak about women's red clothing, which can be worn this year. For many of you red color means power, vibrancy, sophistication, brightness etc. for us red color is just another variation of possible ways of dressing. That's why have a look at these pretty options, which can make you look differently in everyday life. Let's tart from red blazers.
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                        Ansolar Daily Use Gel Cream Spf 30 (Sunscreen) Review A few weeks back, I'd visited my dermatologist to get treated for some really bad facial pigmentation I'd suddenly developed. I was a little baffled by what she said. Apparently, I'd been wiping off the sweat too roughly with a handkerchief and since I had very sensitive skin, this led to pigmentation.
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                        Eyebrows have a great impact on how you look. Many women go for eyebrow threading regularly. Sometimes the threading can completely go wrong making you look awful. The outcome are common eyebrow problems like thin, uneven or irregularly shaped eyebrows. Under these circumstances, either you can wait for the hair to grow back before you can set them right carefully, or you can follow some of the immediate tips which can correct this disaster to a certain extent.
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                        From Dorothy's blue gingham dress to the 1960s mod sensibility to classic vintage styling, gingham fabric has been a fashion staple representing different elements of this simple design. For women, gingham in fashion is generally reserved for the young. But why is this so And why do wild-west gingham shirts and the 1960s mod style conjure up contrasting images for the same fabric Why is a textile originally from the East a perfect example of Americana interior design Let's warm up time machine...
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                        Getting up at 7 in the morning, finishing the daily morning chores, rushing to the office, slogging at the work place, extending the working hours, getting back dead tired and falling asleep while texting friends- If you are working in IT sector, you can probably relate to the stated cycle of my routine activities. It gets quite overwhelming at times and there comes a point when you realize that you have totally forgotten yourself in the process.
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                        Just like boys will be boys girls will always be girls. Every girl after she attains adolescence dreams to be the center of attraction for people around her. Wherever she is she always want people to notice her, like her, and look at her, be it a party, in school and in college, it is a must. In the early adolescence period she wants her parents to be dutiful towards her needs, love her more than her siblings, and take good care of her desires.
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I n the late 1960s and early 1970s, young people began dressing less formally. Even footwear became more casual, as girls and women shunned high heels and boys and men avoided dress shoes even for formal occasions. Out of this desire for attire that was more comfortable came the advent of the earth shoe footwear, often made of soft tanned leather, which featured a heel that was positioned lower than the toes. This design was said to align the body so that the pelvis and shoulders naturally...
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Leisure suits, which gained popularity among men during the 1970s, were casual suits consisting of matching jacket and trousers. They were made of polyester fabric, often in bright colors or earth tone plaids. The leisure suit jacket was distinctively During the 1970s rock music dance clubs became extremely popular. Young people, wearing polyester bell-bottoms and platform shoes, lined up outside popular clubs for a chance to enter dance floors lit with bright, pulsing lights and dance to...
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THE frequent visits of King Charles to the mansion of Sir Thomas Milward (whom His Majesty knighted on one of these occasions) at Eaton Dovedale, near Uttoxeter, ustifies the assertion that the two pairs of gloves, given on this and the following plate, belonged to King Charles, and that they were left by him at Eaton Dovedale on one or other of bis visits. They are of buff leather, lined with white kid, the gauntlets being embroidered in a simple manner with gold braid and having a rather deep...
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                        Just a look at these pictures and im squealing You know how Faces Cosmetics always retailed at those counter things- well i never liked that. Now the brand has exclusive stores of their own. Check this out Im in a 'OOOOOH SHINNNYYY ' phase Press note With ambitious growth plan ahead, internationally acclaimed makeup, skincare and personal accessories brand from CanadaFACES COSMETICS is all set to storm Mumbai & NCR.
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                        Facial hair looks sexy on men, but those women who suffer from facial hair and sideburn knows how bad it looks. They find various things and means to get rid of those hair and then razor becomes one of the easiest ways to get rid of the facial hair. But using razor on face to remove the sideburns will make your hair hard and your skin rough, which you surely don't want. Hence there are a lot of natural things and remedies that you can use on your face to remove the unwanted facial hair.
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                        Dry skin is one of the biggest problems women have to deal with when it comes to picking a right soap for daily bathing. While it isn't safe to soap your body everyday, since it can cause extra dryness, itching and even acne and freckles, but glycerin based soaps work differently. They are too mild and gentle to harm the body in any way. Instead, they moisturize and hydrate dry skin cells and make them plump. And one of those elite range of soaps is pears.
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Collar and cuff ruffles were referred to as a suit of ruffs. The man wears a deep-red velvet chamarre. His puffed sleeves are decorated with pearl-studded gold bands. The gown is lined with black fur, which shows at the collar and the tail of the garment. His hose, shirt, and ruff, and the feather in his red-velvet cap, are white. His slashed shoe uppers also are of red velvet. ca. 1430 Ital. ca 1440 Ger Here are some terms for specific garments worn during the Renaissance that may be...
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                        Want to feel some heat Ever heard of the MAC lipstick called Chili , from its permanent collection No Well, it may not be the most talked about lipstick like Russian Red or Cosmo but MAC Chili was love at first sight lipstick for me & holds a very special place in my heart. My Views MAC Chili is gorgeous burnt orangey red color- as hot and spicey as a Chilli itself In the tube it looks like it has a strong brown base but when swatched it comes across as a brick orange color.
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                        A continuation of the full Clara Bow filmography. Read part one of the Clara Bow filmography 1922 1925 here. Clara Bow (1905-1965) Dancing Mothers (1926)16mm print available incomplete at UCLA available on DVDavailable on VHS Clara Bow returns to New York to co-star in the drama Dancing Mothers, as an upper-class young flapper who is not treating her mother that well. Mother gets revenge when they fall for the same man. This is Clara's first production for Paramount Studios.
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                        There are some situations where you may want to fuse two pieces of fabric together but not want to mess around with needles or stitches. In this post, we'll quickly take you through how to fuse two pieces of fabric together, and the different ways that you can do so. 1. Fusible TapeThe easiest, simplest way to fuse two fabrics together is to just use fusible tape. It's available in many different sizes and strengths, and to activate it, you just need to heat it with an iron.
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                        Titian and Giorgione are generally credited with originating what became known as the Venetian Method of oil painting. The Venetian Method, or Venetian Technique, shares with the Flemish Method the use of transparent glazes for the shadows, darker darks and for certain special effects, and opaque highlights, but differs from the Flemish method in several important ways. The method evolved out of necessity, as the church desired large paintings of religious scenes for cathedrals, and wealthy...
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                        Hey girls, Whats up Have you heard of the benefits of beer for hair I am so sure you have. They say Just drench your hair in beer and it will add both strength and shine to your dull limp hair'. It is said that the malt and hops present in beer nourishes and adds body to the hair whereas the alcohol in it adds luster and life to them. But how many of us despite knowing all this, actually use beer as a conditioning agent Not many.
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                        Ryan Gosling is a great actor and a real heart breaker. In today's post we would like to bring you the outfit ideas and combinations of possible Ryan Gosling clothing styles. We all have seen movies where Gosling appears in glamor outfits, casual style looks, that's why we want to share with you some of the brightest styles and ideas which feature masculine outfits and laid-back clothing essentials.
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                        The women of Ancient Greece are known for wearing loose and wavy hair, but there are plenty of other options which let women make different kind of styles. If you really want to look like a real antique goddess, then you have to read the presented beauty tips and make one of these Ancient Greek hairstyles. It's quite simple to do, as you can simply choose your favorite and make it happen.
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                        Dossier Luxury Perfume develops its own alternative of some of the most famous fragrances on the market. They are your go-to destination for scents that have the same allure as the brand names but at a much fairer price point. Retail stores charge 100 and more for designer fragrances, Dossier fragrances are 29 YES, you read that correctly By eliminating unnecessary packaging, advertising and prestige pricing that designer brands do, the brand can concentrate on the quality of the fragrance.
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                        The Bride Wars is a romantic comedy about two best friends who schedule their wedding on the same day. Starring Kate Hudson and Anne Hathaway, the movie is scheduled to hit theaters sometime early next year. I’m not the biggest fan of romantic comedies and I’m not sure I’ll be watching this, but I was looking at the promotional photos from the movie and their wedding dresses are gorgeous.
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                        If you are trying to figure out what extensions are for you then you are right where you need to be In this article, we will explain what hair grades are, and will tell you what might be your ideal hair solution. All You Need To Know About Hair GradesNowadays you can choose among over eight different types of hair in terms of quality and durability.
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                        When you are a beauty blogger, you are often mistaken for a victim of domestic abuse. Four out of five days, i have remnants of lipstick stains on my arm that just dont go away and people look at me like what happened honey Specially because over the last month or so, i have been obsessively swatching MAC Lipsticks , and the count is up till 55 now A lot of you asked for a recap post as well as a permanent place for these and I am going to introduce a little tab on top for that , but for now...
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                        Facial oil is something that most women with mature and or dry skin have used by now, so when I first heard that L'Oreal was launching the Nutri Gold Oil and Oil-Cream, I couldn't help but feel excited that this hugely popular brand was getting on board with natural skin care alternatives and ingredients that have been used with great success since forever.
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                        Hey girls, Wazzup As you already know the importance of concealers in my life well yeah scarring pigmentation acne dark circles needs a lot of concealing especially when I am going out so basically I can not just live without one. I have tried quite a few brands already and I am trying a few currently , one of which is Rimmel's Wake me Up concealer . I am going to review the same today and the shade I own is 430-medium. Price 435 INR US 6.99 Quantity 7 ml 0.
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                        Disco music is still enjoyed today in the 21st century, but the flamboyant fashions have been relegated to vintage fancy dress and costume parties. However, disco fashion is so popular because the clothes are so fun and flamboyant you can really show your extrovert side. Disco is not dead. Here is a complete history of disco and disco fashion.
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                        Corduroy is a truly vintage textile of cotton or cotton-mix fabric with a raised, ribbed, sheared surface nap and underlying weave. It is made from woven, twisted fibres which lie in parallel rows or cords' to form the cloth's texture. The cords usually have a channel between them. Corduroy has a velvety feel making it durable yet soft to touch. It has been used mainly for men's working and sporting clothing throughout the centuries.
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                        Flamboyant, rebellious and not entirely gender specific, the quiff rolls into history as the rebellious offspring of the pompadour hairstyle. But why do we have a masculine hairstyle that is inspired by a trendy 18th Century French actress, or is this a feminine style that rallies against soft, wispy flowing locks I don't know. You decide. Let's take a trip in the time machine. Hmm. Quiff is a strange word for a hairstyle.
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                        Jodhpurs entered Western fashion culture by way of horseriding. They are trousers which are tightfitting with a seam that diverts from the inside leg and ending in a tightfitting cuff at the ankle. Before the invention of stretch fabric the trousers would be flared at the hip coming to a tight fit at the knees and down to the ankle. Essentially they were a practical type of trouser that allowed the wearer to have movement in the hips and comfort from the knee to ankle when sitting down.
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                        The first modern Olympic Games under the IOC took place in Athens, Greece in 1896. It was a revival of the ancient games taking place in Greece 6th century BC to 393AD. There had been several small scale revivals in the UK, France and Greece in the 18th and 19th centuries. The second and third Olympic Games took place in Paris, France in 1900 and St Louis, USA in 1904. Let's take a dive into history to understand how sportswear design has developed through the Olympic Games and why.
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                        Harris Tweed is the only commercially-produced textile still to be handwoven and the only fabric protected by an act of parliament. Production of Harris Tweed is here to stay as long as there are weavers in the Outer Hebrides from traditional Harris Tweed jackets to modern, fashionable Harris Tweed bags and even laptop cases, this truly vintage textile has survived generations. What is Harris Tweed Known as Clo Mhor in Gaelic (meaning Big Cloth), Harris Tweed cloth comes in three weights.
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                        By 1830, exports of women's footwear from France and men's footwear from England dominated the fashionable marketplace. Shoemaking centers were now firmly established in Paris and Northampton, but the United States, whose shoe industry was centered in and around Lynn, Massachusetts, was about to change everything. Factory-style mass production using semi-skilled workers could undercut imported goods and with the American perfection of the lock-stitch sewing machine by 1860, shoes could be made...
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                        With the onset of puberty the Adam's apple in boys become much more noticeable then in girls. However, sometimes a prominent vocal fold may become a cause for concern even for the feminine kind. Many women find it difficult to cope with their situation and are extremely embarrassed, so much so that in extreme cases it seriously hampers their self-esteem .
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                        One of the most embarrassing things for Bikini wearers is the hyper pigmented areas that show out when they try to flaunt their skinny sexy physical structures. Dark Bikini lines cause so much of concern in Bikini wearers that they try many artificial products that provide quick relief. But then through their side effects such artificial products cause newer problems that are more challenging to handle. There are many natural remedies available for this problem.
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                        We all like saving money and Walmart has a new feature called the Savings Catcher that will help you do just that When you shop at Walmart if there is a lower price somewhere else, Walmart will give you the difference in the form of an egift card. How cool is that It even compares prices for you so you don't have to The real idea behind the Walmart Savings Catcher is not to match prices and give you a ton of egift cards, it's to convince you that you don't need to shop anywhere but Walmart,...
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                        Cellulite it's super common, but once it's there, it likes to stick around Cellulite occurs when fat cells get pushed up in pockets under your skin and create a dimpled look. It's not something we can control Capris for cellulite can help conceal and improve the look of your skin. This combination of activewear and shapewear can help you feel better while you're out and about Trying to make a fashion statement or focus on fitness The capris we've found combine the best of both worlds.
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                        There are many women who face the problem of formation of dark tone of skin above their upper lip. This phenomenon is commonly known as Upper Lip Shadow and it is an unwanted occurrence wherein, the colour of the skin tends to turn darker as in comparison to other part of face skin, even after the removal of facial hair on upper lips. This skin remains darker for a longer period if it is not treated.
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                        Belly button (which is also called navel or umbilicus) is one of the human body's natural openings. Infection of belly button can happen due to a number of reasons some of which are belly button piercing, improper hygiene practices, overactive sweat glands of the area etc. These infections can be due to bacterial infection or yeast fungal infection or due to overactive sweat glands or due to dust accumulation.
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                        We have all seen that amazing v cut abs which looks flattering This is all the magic of core workouts which can shape your abs and give them a lavish look. If you want picture perfect abs with a killer v cut shape, you need to strength your core and perform the workouts which can impact your abdomen.
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                        History of hair fascinatorsA fascinator hat is a small ornamental headpiece that fits on the head using an alice-band-type base or headband or even a small comb. It is always lightweight and usually features feathers, beads or flowers. The use of the term fascinator began in the 1990s when such headpieces became popular for wearing at weddings without ruining your lovely hairstyle or giving you a helmet head. These days it can be worn for any occasion, but mostly formal.
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                        Wella Wellastrate Professional Hair Straightener Strong Review I had been planning to straighten my hair since last year and had been hunting for a good salon who could do it perfectly without burning a big hole in my pocket but when I came across this Wella Wellastrate Professional Hair Straightener last month in a beauty store I decided to do it at home (ofcourse with my some assistance).
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                        Some of the links on this site are Amazon affiliate links. If you click on them and make a purchase, we may earn a small commission at no extra cost to you. Thank you for your continued support Sewing machines are bound to break down from time to time. The occurrence of issues, such as jamming and freezing, can be prevented by regular maintenance. In this post, we'll talk about how to unfreeze a sewing machine.
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                        Body wraps are widely used in spas as a technique for reducing the body weight. Although they cannot dramatically reduce your body weight, nevertheless, they help in reduce few inches from your thighs, stomach and buttocks. They help in toning and tightening the skin, thereby making you appear slimmer. If you are looking for a quick fix to slim down, body wrap is an option worth trying. It primarily works by reducing the water weight and the effect lasts for a day or two.
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                        O My God There is lot of home decorating work is still pending. Home cleaning and its makeover had to be re-touched within a short span of time. Moreover, Diwali shopping for home decoration has to be covered shortly. This is what we generally feel during this festival of lights. Even, the work of renovation and painting starts a month before, but still the preparations come to an end just one day before Diwali.
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                        Deficiency of vitamin A, B and C makes our hair brittle dry and dull and hair becomes fragile and starts falling. Potatoes are loaded with nutrients like vitamin A, B, C, and vitamin B 6, iron and zinc. Use of Potato hair packs on your scalp and hair will help to nourish the hair follicles, strengthen hair roots, reduce hair fall and stimulate hair growth, reduce dandruff and itchiness of the scalp. Potatoes can even help alopecia .
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                        Acne is a common condition that afflicts people in their adolescence or adulthood. Most people get affected by acne at the time of their puberty. Acne, if not treated properly, can lead to the formation of deep scars. When the scarring affects the inner layers of the skin, acne craters are formed. Acne craters are also known by another term called rolling acne'. When the pimples do not heal properly, different types of scars are left behind.
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                        Clara Bow appeared in a total of 57 films during her short career. What follows is a compiled list of those films. There are details of each film and notes on their availability. The list is in chronological order according to the general release date of the film. Clara Bow filmsTo learn about the life and career of one of silent film's biggest stars, please take a little time to read the Clara Bow biography here on the V is for Vintage website.
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                        If you lived through the 80s or have seen pictures from that decade, you are most likely familiar with the preferred look of that time and especially with the 80s makeup. Bold and daring colors were defining elements of an era so particularly different from all the others before it in terms of expressing oneself and experimenting with fashion, hair & makeup. The 1980s produces a distinct and powerful look.
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                        Emi Canyn, popularly known as the lead vocalist of the musical band Canon has been a spearhead in the success of her band. She was a renowned musician and her music was so well received that she was also the vocalist of a couple of other bands too. She Roc and Alice N Thunderland were the other bands that brought her to prominence and she has garnered enough fame and glory, which is still remembered after her demise.
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                        Hello, Foodies, I'm back again with the easy Indian mango dessert recipes. As the summer is reaching its height, the cool and tasty seasonal fruit Mango is in demand at its peak. Some people love to eat mangoes directly while others consume it differently. You can have mango in the form of mango shakes, Mango Slice, Juice corners, chocolate flavoured mango juice and various Mango dessert recipes that contains many ingredients and dry fruits.
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                        Here is a reason for us Delhi girls to be jealous Manish Malhotra's delicious new store in Mumbai looks beyond gorgeous Take a peek ladies Manish Malhotra Launches his second store in Mumbai Mumbai Leading designer Manish Malhotra has launched his second store in Mumbai, with much lan. Located in Khar West, the store will exclusively house the designer's diffusion line for men and women. This exquisitely-designed, two-storied store is spread over 6000 sq.ft.
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                        Some of the links on this site are Amazon affiliate links. If you click on them and make a purchase, we may earn a small commission at no extra cost to you. Thank you for your continued support All quilts are essentially a quilt sandwich you have the top, which is where the patterns are, the batting, which is what gives the quilt warmth and weight, and the bottom, which is usually plain fabric.
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                        For over a thousand years, tiny feet were symbols of feminine beauty, elegance, and sexuality in China. In order to achieve the goal of tiny three-inch lotus feet the lotus was a kind of flower , most young Chinese girls had their feet bound tightly with strips of cloth to prevent growth. Once the process was completed, the deformed feet were placed into beautiful, embroidered lotus shoes, tiny pointed slippers that were made especially for bound feet. Though no one knows exactly when foot...
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                        [image: Rome History Headwear]
 The costume traditions of the ancient Romans were, in general, fairly simple. Romans did not tend to wear hats or decorative headdresses throughout the long history of their civilization, which lasted from the founding of the city of Rome in 753 B.C.E. to the fall of the Roman Empire in 476 C.E. But this does not mean that Roman customs and traditions of hair and hairstyling were not important. In fact, Romans had some interesting rituals relating to hair. They believed that washing their hair...
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                        Rejuva Minerals is an environmentally conscious company using eco-friendly packaging and implementing in-house recycling. Rejuva Mineral products are made in an FDA-approved lab in the USA by a team of green chemists. Rejuva Minerals Multi-Action Eye Cream has a Vegan-friendly formula that is great for dry, mature, normal, combination and even the most sensitive skin types.
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                        [image: Thomas Dean Shirt And Tie]
J cause it allows for highly detailed motifs w hile pro idiiig an incomparable richness of hand, the woven silk tie is regarded as the ne plus ultra of male plumage The weaving process tempers a color's innate brilliance by incorporating it into a complex surface interlacing niak ing the woven four in hand the dressiest of all necktie silks Although wxnens represent .1 small percentage of the total neckwear produced each year, they have returned to favor along with hand tailored clothes and...
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                        [image: 16th Century Men Costume]
Y the sixteenth century footwear construction methods had grown quite advanced. The shoes of common people were generally made of leather, and while they were fairly simple in construction they were also very durable. Soles were made of wood, cork, or extra layers of leather, and uppers, or the tops of shoes, were either tied or buckled in place. Shoemakers, called cobblers, also developed the ability to make very tall boots for riding or fieldwork. These boots came up to the thigh and had a...
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The sixteenth century was not known for its practical footwear. The shoes that most wealthy people wore indoors were either very delicate, perhaps made of silk or velvet, or very cumbersome, like the extremely high chopines worn by women. When people wanted to walk outdoors they turned to practical footwear like pattens and pantofles. Pattens were a heavy-duty outer shoe, usually made out of wood, that strapped on over the top of regular shoes. Some pattens might have a wooden sole to which was...
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                        December 27, 1976 Birthplace Chicago, Illinois Award Navy's Meritorious Public Service Citation, 1960 Mainbocher was born Main Rousseau Bocher on Chicago's west side. He studied at the Lewis Institute and the Chicago Academy of Fine Arts until 1909. After moving to New York, he studied at the Art Students' League and worked as a part-time lithographer. He returned to Chicago to attend the University of Chicago in 1911, but the death of his father forced him to leave...
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                        [image: Core Product Analysis Shoe]
A product is everything a consumer receives from a company in exchange for a cost. These include physical goods and services. A product has two dimensions the tangible features that we can see, touch, smell, hear or taste and the intangible features that we feel and experience. Using this brief definition, it is clear that the luxury goods sector is highly product specific. The meticulously crafted luxury goods that consumers purchase are tangible objects to treasure, while the intangible...
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                        December 17, 1935 Birthplace Houston, Texas Awards May Company American Design Award, 1967 Stix, Baer and Fuller Golden Fashion Award, 1975 Wild Basin Award from the State of Texas, 1979, 1982 Dallas Fashion Award, 1980, 1987, 1991 American Printed Fabrics Council Tommy Award, 1983, 1984, 1988, 1989 University of Houston Distinguished Alumni Award, 1990 Fashion Group of San Antonio, Night of the Stars Award, 1991 Houston-based designer Victor Costa, often referred to as the king of knockoffs...
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                        [image: Red Foreheadmarks]
Many people of India, especially those who follow the Hindu religion, wear colored markings on their foreheads and other parts of their bodies. In general, forehead markings identify a person's third eye, or what Hindus believe is the center of a person's nervous system, the area in which a person can see spiritual truths. These markings usually take the form of red, white, and black dots or lines, or combinations of dots and lines, which have either social or religious meanings. The practice...
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                        I n Mesopotamia, the region centered in present-day Iraq near the Tigris and Euphrates Rivers, a veil was a rectangular piece of cloth woven of linen, wool, or cotton and worn by women to hide their faces from public view. While the veils worn by the wealthiest women could be beautiful, veils were not worn for fashionable reasons alone. Veils were one of the first legally enforced garments. The first use of the veil dates back to the Assyrians, the rulers of Mesopotamia from about 1380 to 612...
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                        [image: Rendering Fabric Techniques]
Sheer fabrics are so fine that a single layer is transparent, and you can see skin tone through it. With the exception of lingerie, most garments in sheer fabrics are made up of many layers, or include undergarments. Sheers can be categorized into two groups the softer sheers, such as chiffon, voile, georgette and some laces, and the stiffer types, including organza, tulle, net and organdie. To render transparent fabrics, begin by applying skin tones to your fashion illustration. Add the colour...
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                        [image: Body Proportions Pose Variations Male]
When drawing the fashion figure, it is important to know the standard proportions of the human form, as well as hearing in mind that people vary greatly in shape and size. Clothing the body is a means of self-expression and an opportunity for creativity, so the impression created by a fashion illustration must be based on careful observations. Fashions change from culture to culture, and from decade to decade. For example, a curvaceous figure and short, wavy hair was desirable in the 1950s,...
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                        [image: Grandson Castle Switzerland]
 Above A crossbowman of the contingent from the canton of Uri wears its black and yellow livery. He is the son of a prosperous craftsman, and his father has equipped him generously with a good quality German helmet and breastplate worn over a mail shirt. His bow is a modern type with a flat steel stave although liable to become brittle and break in extremely cold weather it is immensely powerful. Left He spans his bow with a cranequin - an efficient piece of engineering which is faster to...
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                        [image: Man Face With Bow Tie]
The bow tie should finish within the outer edges of a man s eyes and the outside unes of his face lb wear a bow tie stylishly, two issues should be considered. I irst. its width should not extend beyond the outer edge of a person s face, and definitely not beyond the breadth of his collar. As w ith other neckwear, the shirr s collar should frame the tie's knot Button dow gt w ith some roll or longer straight point or softer semi spread collars w ill happih accommodate the average size bow tie....
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                        [image: Indian Breechclouts]
A breechclout was a garment designed to cover the genitals. Although breechclouts were worn by some women in the Southeast and by young girls before puberty in many tribes, they were an important male garment that symbolized male sexuality and power in many tribes. Breechclouts were worn by men in every Native American tribe, with the exception of those living in climates warm enough to wear nothing at all. Breechclouts could be made out of bark fiber, grasses, feathers, tanned beaver, rabbit,...
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                        [image: Asian From The Middle Ages]
UU p until very recently, people in the Western world had a very limited understanding of the kinds of clothing worn in Asia. Our pictures of Asian clothing relied on stereotypes of Japanese people wearing kimono, or long robes with wide sleeves, and Chinese people wearing Mao suits, the simply cut, dull-colored outfits favored by the Communist Party. In fact, the peoples of Asia have a clothing tradition every bit as rich and varied as that of the cultures of the West. Understanding of Asian...
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                        [image: Images Roman Turbans]
 B ike so much of their costume tradition, the Byzantines inherited their basic hairstyles and forms of headwear from the Romans who preceded them in ruling the Mediterranean world. Men tended to wear their hair short and cut straight across the forehead in what is today known as the Caesar cut, named after the Roman general and statesman Julius Caesar 100 44 B.C.E. . Women wore their hair quite long and tended to braid or pile it on top of their head in a variety of different fashions. They...
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                        [image: Paludamentum Woman]
Paludamentum was a broad term referring to several varieties of cloaks that were worn during the time of the Byzantine Empire 476 1453 C.E. . Worn by both men and women, these cloaks were worn over the standard garments of the day the tunic and dalmatica worn by men, and the stola, or long dress, and palla worn by women. There were actually several different kinds of palu-damentum. The most common was a large semicircle of fabric, pinned at the right shoulder and reaching to about the hips....
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                        [image: Greek Men With Long Hair]
Perhaps no modern fashion trend has been as controversial as that of men growing their hair long. Beginning with the beatniks and hippies names given to those who rejected the established customs of society in the 1950s and 1960s and spreading quickly throughout society, long hair on men represented a rebellion against the clean-cut image that had prevailed during previous decades. Hippies often wore their hair down to their shoulders and longer as a sign of protest against American involvement...
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                        [image: Fabric Swatch Fashion Design]
 include items that contribute to the impact of your designs. Create a professional presentation. Present designs in a way that makes them look like part of a cohesive collection. Select a few designs to present from the same project. Before mounting, you may want to crop them to remove tattered edges or make the composition more focused. Use a scalpel and ruler or a guillotine. Clean up any smudge marks with a soft eraser. Reproducing illustrations in a different medium may give a more...
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                        [image: Garment Sketch]
Fashion designers develop a whole range of related ideas to produce groups of garments that work not only as stand-alone outfits but also as a collection. A consistent approach to important factors such as color, shape, pattern, and proportion helps to create this cohesion. It is this systematic development of ideas that enables the designer to think laterally and to get the most out of each concept. With practice and experience, you will learn not to settle for the first idea that comes along...
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                        [image: Www Figure Drawing Templates Com]
The nine heads template is a front facing, symmetrical fashion figure, measured in head lengths and widths, and drawn as ovals and triangles. The Nine Heads template is a simple starting point for drawing all fashion poses. It will be used here as a guideline for body proportions, drawing exercise Roughly divide the drawing paper into nine head lengths as follows Fig. 4.3 and 4.4 a. Draw ten, evenly spaced horizontal lines. Each division represents one head length. c. Draw the intermediate...
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A designer measures the length of a skirt. A designer measures the length of a skirt. When you see a beautiful dress or a cool shirt, do you think of fractions Probably not. But fractions and clothing go hand in hand. Fashion designers use fractions when they make clothes. Designers often have to add or subtract fractions. Sometimes a prototype looks too long after it is made. So the designer must cut off some fabric. How much fabric It depends on the measurement. Measurements often include...
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                        [image: Fashion Figure Drawing]
The illustrations on pages 129-61 show sequences which build up to the finished image. All of the illustrated fashion plates were created with special felt tip pens, using clear and precise strokes poses on page 121 . The technique of felt pens was chosen as it is the one most used by fashion designers for its fresh and impromptu nature. If you want your design to be neat, it is necessary to trace the primary sketch on a white sheet of paper and to colour it in afterwards. The figures used are...
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                        [image: Boys Forced Wear Dresses]
A long, flowing garment that covers the whole body from head to feet, the burka, also known as burqa or abaya, is an important part of the dress of Muslim women in many different countries. Some burkas leave the face uncovered, but most have a cloth or metal grid that hides the face from view while allowing the wearer to see. The exact origin of the burka is unknown, but similar forms of veil ing have been worn by women in countries such as India, Pakistan, Saudi Arabia, and Afghanistan since...
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                        Dressing for success is so much more than simply choosing an outfit that looks fresh, casual and yet professional. As I've come to learn from the Fashion for Business event created by Biz magazine last week, your professional image should not be underestimated, especially if you're planning to advance in your career and achieve your goals.
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                        Plaid comes from Scotland and it refers to the traditional outfit Scottish men wore. Each one was different and had some form of insignia or a crest on it. This was based on the family history and the unique pattern they had. All of this means that there are countless types of plaid you can see today. Types of PlaidThere are 8 main types of plaid which are still popular today. Below, we will explain all of them and we will help you understand the difference between them. 1.
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                        I’ve mentioned before that I have a preference for simple wedding dresses over elaborate, ball gown-type ones. I think it has to do with my attitude towards weddings as more of a big, semi-formal party rather than the most important night of my life. Perhaps I’ll change my mind about this if/when I become a bride myself, but right now I think it’s impractical to spend too much money on a dress you’ll only wear once in your life.
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                        Staying active and flexible with bad knees is a pain in the well knees Yoga is a great low-impact exercise for people of all ages and lifestyles, but spending so much time on the hard floor can do a number on your joints. Although yoga often involves putting most of your weight on areas like your wrists and knees, a thick, durable yoga mat can cushion you from the hard floor and make these exercises more comfortable.
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                        Too Faced Summer Limited Edition Bonjour Soleil Bronzer Palette ( 44) is a bottle of awesome sauce AND a bag of chips Inspired by the French Riveria, this mix of matte and shimmery bronzers has all your tanning needs covered minus the sunburn and sun damage. Why do I love this beautiful, beaming, bodacious bounty of bronze For starters, because it looks so believable.
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                        In this week's 5 minute, everyday hair tutorial video, we're going to create 5 quick and easy hairstyles with simple twist braids *scroll down to the bottom of this page for the hair tutorial video* And learn how to do these, 5 effortlessly easy hairstyles, suitable for medium or long hair lengths 1) How to Voluminous, Half-French Twisted Braid, Side Bun. 2) How to Mini Twists, Half-up Half-down Updo Hairstyle.
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                        Makeup highlighters create dimension and emphasize features with a realistic touch that adds a shimmery glow to any makeup look. There are so many face highlighters on the market nowadays that can alter the shape of your face, downplay a wide nose and accent high cheekbones that you'll never regret giving this beauty product a chance.
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